
One-Pager Choice Book Project 
 

A one-pager is an analytical, creative response to a novel that completely fills one side of a piece of paper. 

 
Required Details 
1. Fill the entire page with color and text. Don’t leave blank or white space.  

a. (a white background against text is okay.) 
b. If you don’t want to clutter your page with analysis, you can write a 

number next to the quotes and on the back write your analysis for 
each element numbered in a list.  

2. Clearly label each elements of your one-pager. (Q=quotes, ?=Questions, 
I=Images, L=Lyrics, TL=Timeline, T=Theme, FL= Figurative Language) 
3. Include the title, author, genre on the paper. You should try to incorporate 
this element as creatively as possible.  
4. Complete the grid by connecting 4 elements together 
 

Connect four boxes vertically, horizontally, or diagonally to select your other four required elements. All 
quotes need to be properly cited in MLA Format.  

Quotes: Write 3 meaningful 
quotes (with MLA citation) and 
ANALYZE the significance of 
each quote. What does it infer, 
symbolize, suggest, relate to, 
etc.? 

Questions: Write 3 big-picture 
questions that look at how and 
why. The questions must come 
from throughout the book 
showing you’ve read the entire 
book  

Images: Draw 3 images that 
represent the book (theme, 
symbols, characters, or 
conflicts within the book). 
Label and ANALYZE each 
image. 

Lyrics: Find song lyrics that 
connect with a theme from 
the book. Write the lyrics, 
include the song, artist, and 
a 2-3 sentence explanation of 
how the song related to the 
book.  

Images: Draw, Print, or 
Scrapbook 3 images that 
represent the book (theme, 
symbols, characters, or 
conflicts within the book). 
Label and ANALYZE each 
image. 

Timeline: Create a timeline 
with 10 critical events. The 
timeline must be linear or 
follow the plot diagram. Each 
event must be a complete 
sentence and analyze how 
this event was critical to the 
book.  

Quotes: Write 3 meaningful 
quotes (with MLA citation) 
and ANALYZE the 
significance of each quote. 
What does it infer, 
symbolize, suggest, relate 
to, etc.? 

Questions: Write 3 big-picture 
questions that look at how and 
why. The questions must come 
from throughout the book 
showing you’ve read the entire 
book  

Theme Connections: Identify a 
theme to write on your page 
and find a quote connection 
from a different text to 
illustrate the theme.  Label and 
ANALYZE 2 places where the 
theme developed in the novel.   

Images: Draw, Print, or 
Scrapbook 3 images that 
represent the book (theme, 
symbols, characters, or 
conflicts within the book). 
Label and ANALYZE each 
image. 

Questions: Write 3 big-picture 
questions that look at how and 
why. The questions must come 
from throughout the book 
showing you’ve read the entire 
book  

Quotes: Write 3 meaningful 
quotes (with MLA citation) 
and ANALYZE the 
significance of each quote. 
What does it infer, 
symbolize, suggest, relate to, 
etc.? 

Questions: Write 3 big-picture 
questions that look at how and 
why. The questions must come 
from throughout the book 
showing you’ve read the entire 
book.  

Quotes: Write 3 meaningful 
quotes (with MLA citation) 
and ANALYZE the significance 
of each quote. What does it 
infer, symbolize, suggest, 
relate to, etc.? 

Fig. Lang.: Identify (with 
MLA citation) and illustrate 
3 examples of figurative 
language. Each example 
must include the quote, an 
illustration, and a one 
sentence analysis.  

Images: Draw, Print, or 
Scrapbook 3 images that 
represent the book (theme, 
symbols, characters, or 
conflicts within the book). 
Label and ANALYZE each 
image. 

 



One-Pager Brainstorming Checklist 

 
Use this paper as a checklist to make sure you have every element complete. For your one-pager, you’ll 
want to focus on the big ideas from the novel including theme, symbolism, conflict, tone, and motif, as 
well as literary devices and elements. 

 
Required Elements: 

❏ The entire page is filled with color, images, or text 

❏ Every element is clearly and neatly labeled 

❏ My one-pager includes the title, author, and genre 

❏ All of my quotes are properly cited in MLA Format. “quote” (Author last name pg. no). 

❏ I included, cited, and thoroughly explained 3 quotes 

❏ I included 3 big-picture questions that ask how or why questions. I thoroughly answered each 
question with a detailed answer that includes a quote (introduce, cite, explain). 

❏ I included and labeled three illustrations that connect to the book. 

❏ I included my figurative language, setting, timeline, song element. 

❏ My handwriting is neat and legible 

❏ Attach an MLA formatted Works Cited page OR write it on the back of your one pager. 

 

Use the chart to brainstorm  
Complete this entire chart before planning and designing your one-pager 
 

Requirement 1 2 3 

Quote 
 
 
 

   

Question & 
Answer 

 
 
 

   

Images 
 
 
 

   

4th element 
 
 
 

 

 



One-Pager Rubric       Name: ____________________________________ 

Requirements Advanced Proficient Almost  
Needs 

Improvement 

Title, author, and 
genre 

5 
All elements are 
present, correct, and 
creative. 

4 
All elements are 
present and correct. 

3 
One element may be 
missing or incorrect. 

0-2 
Multiple errors or not 
present. 

Quotes  
All quotes are 
insightful, cited in MLA 
format, and reflect a 
critical part of the 
novel. The explanation 
is thorough. 

 
All quotes are 
insightful, cited in MLA 
format, and reflect a 
critical part of the 
novel. The explanation 
is more simplistic.  

 
There are three quotes. 
The citing may be off, 
and the explanation is 
more simplistic. The 
quotes also do not 
reflect critical parts.  

 
The quotes are basic or 
missing. There are MLA 
citation errors. The 
explanation is simple and 
not in-depth. 

Questions  
All questions are 
insightful and require 
higher-level thinking 
and analysis. 

 
Questions are 
insightful. 

 
All three questions and 
answers are present. 
The answers include a 
quote. 

 
The questions are basic 
or missing. The answers 
do not have a quote.  

Images  
The images are labeled, 
detailed, thorough, and 
relate to the novel. 

 
The images are 
labeled, detailed, and 
relate to the novel. 

 
The images are labeled 
and relate to the novel. 

 
There are no images, or 
they are not related.  

4th Element  
The 4th element has 
analysis, creativity, & 
insight.  

 
All elements of the 
fourth element are 
present.  

 
The fourth element 
might be missing one or 
two things.   

 
Not present. 
 

Assignment 
Requirements 

 
All aspects are labeled. 
There is no excess 
white space.  

 
All aspects labeled. 
There is no white 
space.  

 
Missing labels. No white 
space.  

 
White space. Project 
seems rushed.  

MLA Works Cited 
Page 

 
No errors in 
formulation- all 
requirements included 

 
No errors in 
formulation- not all 
requirements included  

 
Errors in formulation 
and/or minimal 
requirements included  

 
Works Cited page not 
included 

Total Points 
 
 
 
 

Comments: 

 



Examples from Night:  


